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Video review:
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=mm2tufhrAD8

Darklast is one of those gloriously\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665games you'll come across on steam every
now and then. "Swamps and thickets is only a small part of what you will meet." And its true, you'll also meet terrible visuals
and a complete lack of substance.

Lets start with these visuals. Man is this horrible to look at. The textures look like they're straight out of the year 2000 and the
colour pallette would make even a goth say 'this looks \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing depressing'. It performs incredibly poorly
too. I mean I don\u2019t exactly have some NASA supercomputer here but I should be able to play this garbage. My computer
sounded like running this thing was the hardest task its ever had to perform. Its got stupidly long loading times between deaths
too. I guess it loads in all the map at the same time, but \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 theres less than like 10 different objects to
render. Tree, gravestone, enemy, bigger gravestone, church\u2026 uhhh\u2026 bench, fence, gate\u2026 gun? Yeah that\u2019s
pretty much it. You'll notice I said gun. As in singular. Theres one gun in this first person shooter.

As you may expect the shooting is total\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 Its got that thing that all the truly
terrible PC shooters have where every gun is insanely accurate but the mouse sensitivity isn't, so you're fighting over each
individual pixel to line up a shot. Every enemy takes 4 or 5 shots to kill or one headshot. You'll quickly realise going for
anything but headshots is a total waste of time. So it\u2019s a case of staying back where the
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665 AI cant see you and sniping them from afar. At which point the
enemies crumple up into the same dumb position. If you do get up close you'll get a chance to see the glorious enemy design and
melee animations. They do a far amount of damage to you though so I wouldn\u2019t say its an easy game. The antiquated
health and lives system it uses make the whole thing kinda quaint. I mean, it almost becomes endearing the more you play and
try to progress. That is until you come to an impassible river. The ridiculously tiny jump your guy has means you cant make it
across and you cant swim. Is there any more game past this point? Lord knows.

For \u00a33.79 im pretty disapointed in darklast. I get that this is Vladislavs first game but dude, you cant
release\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665like this for actual money. You need to put more time into this thing. Theres
nothing to this game, its empty. One gun, one kind of enemy and repeating assets all made in some cheap game creation tool. I
really would not recommend Darklast. Sorry Vladislav, must try harder next time dude.. Fantastic multiplayer party game, and
fun to watch for observers too. So cool to play on the same computer too. Get it!. I love these Mystery Case File Games. This
brand was the one (besides Agatha Christie, not found on steam) that got me so interested in Hidden Object \/ Eye Spy games to
begin with all the way back in 2009! So surprised to see Steam offering these and grabbed them up to replay the nostalgia of
youth and bygone days passed before a computer screen!! Yes! do it!. UPDATE UPDATE: They have removed the new
achievements as of this writing.

OLD UPDATE: They have recently added four new achievements, making the player complete 100 of these rooms in order to
get all the achievements.......... AVOID THIS GAME LIKE THE BLACK DEATH!

This is what's considered a 'game' these days?
Horrible. Absolutely horrible.

It's just a black screen, no music, around 10 total text notifications, with brief stock sound effects.
Even with this minimal amount of 'gameplay', it's still frustrating; you tend to get stuck on objects in the room, and I guarantee
you will sigh frequently as you hunt for the last thing you're supposed to do, just waiting for it to be over.

Speaking of the objectives, let's talk about those... you get a list of objectives that don't change each time, just the locations of
these objects in the small, black room. They are boring things such as 'brush your teeth', and 'sleep', though why you'd need to
sleep when you're trying to brush your teeth and seemingly get ready to leave is beyond me.

Now for the only positive this game has: the achievement. This game has one achievement, for finishing the short, short game
(around 3-5 minutes), but even then you have to beat this nightmare twice in order to get the achievement, as it seems to be
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bugged the first time you complete the room.

So yeah, this is obviously someone trying to throw together the most minimal, bare bones of playability and put a two dollar
price tag on it in hopes of making any amount of money that they can with this throwaway garbage. I'd say it's a scam, but it
does function, just in the most basic way that would be embarrassing for even a student project. Trying to charge money for this
heap is where I draw the line, however.

So if you simply MUST get this game, just to pad out your perfect game number, just make sure you idle it for over 15 minutes,
so that it will count on Astats. And remember that the dev is laughing at you (and me) for purchasing this, while he sips on
Cristal from his ruby-encrusted goblet.. https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=Q-LD0HWKRFE&list=PLTj9drPC92M2iXZVy
0bCpf02SUE8zLaKG&index=1&feature=iv&src_vid=Q-LD0HWKRFE&annotation_id=annotation_519862703#t=1m41s

This is a summary of my review video, which I encourage you to watch if you are looking for a more in-depth review.

 Attack of the Alien Robot Monsters is a futuristic tower defense game with a 16 bit look and feel, where you fight against
hordes of Robots in order to save your colony.The story does exactly what it needs to, tying a purpose and progression with the
enemies and troops to the game. It is more minimalistic, but fits in well to the game. The interface is sleek and simplistic, One
minor issue I had was that you could only increase the time of the round x1, where it would have been nice to have a x2 option.
Another small gripe would be that there was no way to tell what type of creatures would be coming up in the next round. It was a
bit annoying, as it didn't give me time to prepare for what was coming, and increased my chances of having to redo the level not
out of enjoyment, but out of frustration. The two most important factors to consider in a tower defense game are the level
design and the tower defense layout, which go hand in hand with each other.

  Level Design;
This was done extremely well in this game. Magnificent, even! They did an excellent job of designing each level so that it
challenged the player, and accommodated the increase in towers and attack strength as you progressed through the game. I never
felt that I was replaying the same levels over again, which is hard to find in tower defense games.

  Tower Design;
This game requires a certain knowledge of what each tower does, and a tactical knowledge of where to place them. The towers
are interchangeable, and as you increase in level, if you want to, you can change the towers to a completely different style. There
are large tech trees in this game, with a large variety of different types of towers that you can change to to battle against the
different types of enemies. Each individual tower also has a decent selection of upgrades that do an excellent job of increasing
the power of those towers.

There are marine style barracks and outposts, some of which are more powerful than others, which i go over more in my video
review. There are also more tech lab style outposts, which offer air assault units (which I found to be largely useless due to poor
AI). The variety of attack\/ dps\/ armor units give more options to defend against different attacks. While there are towers that
are stronger than others as the game does suffer from a power creep issue. Although it still comes down to the right placement
of the towers on the map. The enemy offers a large, diverse variety of units, that have certain buffs that you need to be ready
for.

  Bosses
The bosses are also large and varied, and may require you to replay them. The enemy troops synergize well with each other,
more than your towers do with each other. Each level is based on a 3 star rating; the stars can be used to purchase upgrades. You
need to have an understanding of tower defense games when you play this game, as it does not start at a noob level, but has a
higher entry difficulty bar. The game starts at a moderate level, but quickly increases to a veteran level, then hardcore. You do
feel a sense of progression due to this, and the end boss really requires a tactical eye rather than just relying on the skills you
have acquired up to that point. The game never wasted my time, which I appreciated.

  Summary
At the end of the day, the towers may have some issues, but the enemies and levels that you face rotate so that you constantly
feel challenged, and keeps you on your toes. The balance between the ascetics, the gameplay, the mechanics, and how it all
works together there were no issues. I didn't feel like it wasted my time, or that the hours spent in this game were for nothing. I
can absolutely recommend this game for those who have a base knowledge of the tower defense genre. There is a tactical
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element required for this game, and this game shines in that respect.

Thanks for your viewership and support; for more videos check click here.

http:\/\/www.youtube.com\/user\/SocioPyscho. It's refreshing to see an RTS that finally goes back to the genre's roots as well as
adding interesting mechanics that feel right. The base building mechanics, units, and technologies for each race are completely
unique but gameplay still feels balanced. As a huge fan of the classic C&C's, it's awesome that the soundtrack is composed by
the man himself Frank Klepacki. Not only that but having former talent from Westwood working on this game, you really can't
go wrong.. To put it straight: This game needs a lot of work.

Ironically enough, mostly in the physics department. This game is essentially: smack your arms around until you SOMEHOW
take their health down. Nothing is real about this game in the slightest, nothing feels real. The weapons do close to nothing in
terms of damage, nor does punches. I got past most of the enemies without having any idea which of my punches would actually
do damage. It seemed very random; the physics are okay, but still need a lot of work. Most of my attacks seemed to have no
affect on any of the opposing bots. The concept is very good, just needs a lot of work in gameplay.. V good, 10/10 would 11
again
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While I applaud the developers for trying to think "outside the box" on this iterration of the Farcry series, something just feels
... off. It is by no means a "bad" game. I was entertained all the way until the end - which is why it gets a positive review from
me - but this is perhaps my least favorite Farcry game. I think it comes down to the fact that in this version we are using spears
and clubs instead of AK 47's and grenades - which isn't necessarily a bad thing - but the weight and heft of the weapons feel off.
The ability to tame animals and use them against your enemies works brilliantly. There is nothing better than riding around on a
badass saber tooth tiger with a spear in hand, but even that felt kind of "off." It felt less like riding atop a springing, pouncing,
slashing, elegant killing machine ... and more like riding atop a furry tank. The weapons were inventive but not terribly fun -
aside from the bow/arrows and throwing spears. Visuals were of course top notch - I mean this IS a Farcry game. Sound was
great. Story was pretty good. Characters pretty good. It is a decent game with a few shortcomings. 7/10.. Touhou but less lunatic
and more music.

Also, story is dope too.. I like this game, but I cannot recomend it. This game's intended audience is a small number of people.
Its for those who like games where you cant win. Its for people who like games that look like they were made in 1990. Its for
people who like perfect AI that cannot lose a race and follow the track instantly, while you are constantly flying off the track, Its
for those who like single player racing games. Its for those who like only 1 track to race on, so they can constantly practice that
one track. Its for those who hate option menus, and like when the game decides the options for them. Its for people who enjoy
repetitive music that is a 4 second track that is on a constant loop. It is for those who appreciate the lack of story and just want
gameplay. Its for people who like niche games and want to be cool. Its for those who want to play a game with a nonexistant
community. Its for people who like only one vehicle to choose from. Its for those that want an experience of a lifetime. Its for
those who want to waste a little money for a bug filled but fun game. Its for those who buy bad games for the heck of it. If you
qualify for all of those requirements, you should buy 4x4 racing. If you buy it, buckle up, because you are in for a hell of a
time!. Don't buy this or the other DLC.

There is some weird bug in the code, your PRAXIS points are unuseable in game and disappears after a saved game reload,
since it cannot be spent.

The Credits will also disappear, if you saved obe game. You get only one. If you delete the saved game, they are gone\/ POOF,
never to e returned.

Nasty game DLC, when they don't work at all.

Getting a refund.. Word Rescue is a fantastic example of the potential digital games have to educate and entertain. It provides
an exciting adventure with a funny background story, and soon the player, irrespective of age, finds themselves completely
immersed in an epic word hunt. If you like learning, the English language, or you have a super hero complex that is pushing you
to go and defeat those gruzzles, give Word Rescue a go.

Full review here: https:\/\/kkatlas.wordpress.com\/2014\/08\/08\/game-review-word-rescue\/. Buy only if you are the fan of
First Zelda.

I accidently stumbled upon the last dungeon I believe :P

I was just madly bombing everything and I found a hole that lead me to a very difficult dungeon lol.

really like the music, the combo system is nice i always keep my 3 arrows crossbow ready.

Game actually has content way more than I expected at 2 dollar price.. Well to start off Wolves are just Freakin Awesome and
making a game about them and being able to live as one is epic. Hearing about WQ3 has made this game hype. I love the pack
hunting, protecting your pack from rivals and surviving the best you can in the wild

5\/10-Controls-now with WQ3 coming out I am hoping they\u2019ll make the camera and controls way better.

6\/10-Graphics- this version is out of date, but still a great experience and fun to play. WQ3 really looks beautiful and it\u2019s
release is right around the corner.

7\/10-Over all -I am happy with this game and will probably love WQ3. All Might = Best girl.. Its hilarious
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